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1. Read and answer the questions: 

Questions Answers 

Mr Sen (old) Mr Sen  is old. 

Mr Rana (older) Mr Rana is older. 

Mr Singh (oldest) Mr Singh is the oldest. 

Raj (young) Raj is young. 

Radha (younger) Radha is younger.  

Arun (Youngest) Arun is the youngest. 

 

 Questions Answers  

a.                  bicycle Which is the slowest? bicycle  

                     car    

                     aeroplane Which is the fastest? aeroplane  

 

 Questions Answers 

b.                orange Which is the shortest? apple 

                   pear   

                   apple Which is the tallest? pear 

 

 Questions Answers 

c.                girl Who is the happiest? girl 

                   man   

                   boy Who is the saddest? boy 

 

 

 

 



 Questions Answers 

d.                grey shirt Which is the cleanest? grey shirt 

                   striped shirt   

                   white shirt Which is the dirtiest? white shirt 

 

 Questions Answers 

e. Number 1 ( 2+2 =    )) Which is the easiest? Number 1 

    Number 2 ( 26 x 3 =   )   

    Number 3 ( 119/5 x 26/8 = ) Which is the most difficult?  Number 3 

  

 Questions Answers 

f.                 Prem         Who is the most careful? Prem 

                    Mohan   

                    Raj Who is the most careless? Raj 

 

2. Read the questions and answer them: 

 

Questions Answers 

a. Which streets are wide? Shadoy and Sunny street 

b. Which streets are narrow? Plum and Pear street 

c. Which is the widest of the 
streets? 

Sunny street 

d. Which is the narrowest of the 
streets? 

Fig street 

 

e. Which aeroplanes are high? Blue and Purple 

f. Which aeroplanes are low? Grey and orange 

g. Which is the highest of the 
aeroplanes? 

Blue   

h. Which is the lowest of the 
aeroplanes? 

Orange  

i. Maya’s marks are good. 
j. Whose marks are better? 

 
Mohan 

 Prem 10/10   Mohan 9/10 k. Whose marks are the best? Prem 

Maya 8/10     Anu 2/10 l. Anu’s marks are bad. 
m. Whose marks are worse? 

 
Sita 

Raj  0/10        Sita 1/10 n. Whose marks are the worst? Raj 

 

 

 



3. Read and answer the questions: 

 Questions Answers  

a. Anu’s chair is not very 
comfortable. 
    Maya’s chair is more 
comfortable than Anu’s. 
    Radha’s chair is more 
comfortable than Maya’s 

Whose chair is the most 
comfortable? 

Radha 

b. Raj’s book is more exciting 
than Prem’s. 
    Prem’s book is more exciting 
than Mohan’s. 
       

Whose book is the most 
exciting? 

Raj 

 

 

4. Choose the right words: 

a. Ila was (young, younger, the youngest) girl in the class. 

b. Mohan is (old, older, the oldest) than his brother. 

c. Anil Bose is (bigger, biggest, the biggest) boy in the school. 

d. The last exercise was (difficult, more difficult, most difficult) than the others. 

e. The boys’ marks were (the worst, worst, worse) than the girls’. 

f. Prem’s marks were (good, better, the best) in the class. 

 

 

5. Answer the questions:  (The Best Story) 

Questions Answers 

a. Whose story was the longest? Anu’s story was the longest. 

b. Whose story was the shortest? Mohan’s story was the shortest. 

c. Whose story was the most interesting? Maya’s story was most interesting. 

d. Whose story was the most exciting? Prem’s story was most exciting. 

e. Whose marks were the best? Maya’s marks were the best. 

f. Whose marks were the worst? Mohan’s marks were the worst. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.  Formation of Comparative and Superlative Degrees: 

A.  By adding ‘er’and ‘est’ to the Positive: 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

short shorter shortest 

long longer longest 

tall taller tallest 

brave braver bravest 

weak weaker weakest 

clean cleaner cleanest 

low lower lowest 

old older oldest 

small smaller smallest 

thick thicker thickest 

cheap cheaper cheapest 

clever cleverer cleverest 

wide wider widest 

young younger youngest 

cold colder coldest 

strong stronger strongest 

near nearer nearest 

large larger largest 

narrow narrower narrowest 

 

 

B.  By doubling the final consonant and adding ‘er’ and ‘est’: 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

big bigger biggest 

fat fatter fattest 

hot hotter hottest 

sad sadder saddest 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C.  By changing ‘y’ into ‘i’ and adding ‘er’ and ‘est’ : 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

happy happier happiest 

pretty prettier prettiest 

greedy greedier greediest 

busy busier busiest 

heavy heavier heaviest 

sleepy sleepier sleepiest 

hungry hungrier hungriest 

dirty dirtier dirtiest 

ugly uglier ugliest 

 

D.  By adding ‘more’ and ‘most’: 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

beautiful more beautiful most beautiful 

careful more careful Most careful 

dangerous more dangerous most dangerous 

careless more careless most careless 

exciting more exciting most exciting 

difficult more difficult most difficult 

comfortable more comfortable most comfortable 

 

7. Revision: Put in ‘to read’ r ‘read’ 

I like to read exciting books.  

Every week I read one book. 

I want to read a new book tonight. 

Sometimes my father makes me read aloud to him. 

Sometimes my mother lets me to read in bed. 

Sometimes I try to read a difficult book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


